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For the 11th time this conference - widely recognised as one
of the most important energy events on the Brussels
calendar - brings together all key policy makers, regulators,
top market players and leading lawyers to discuss the major
and hot topics in the energy field.

Continuity and diversity? The effects of the
Council Trio Presidency on the EU’s energy agenda | 14
Philipp Thaler argues that the institutionalized cooperation of three successive
Council Presidencies seems to constrain diversity rather than ensure continuity

An impressive line-up of EU Commission officials, legal
advisors, academics and in-house energy company
specialists, will provide unique insights on the latest
evolutions in Energy Security, Integrated Internal Energy
Market, RES and Energy Efficiency and Decarbonisation,
being the four pillars on which the Energy Union
proposal is based.

Capacity mechanisms in the electricity sector
in the context of State aid | 29
Marcin Stoczkiewicz demonstrates why centralised capacity mechanisms constitute State aids
and how difficult it is to classify them as a compensation for services of general economic interest

The forthcoming Conference will also give an update on the
results of the Paris Conference on Climate, Recent
conclusions of the council on Energy Diplomacy and the
Commission paper on Energy Governance.

Climate change and migration | 51
In light of the upcoming 21st Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change Györgyi Gurbán highlights the necessity that people can remain in their original
settlements in a manner fully consistent with their rights

If there is only one EU energy event you will attend this year:
this should be it. Make sure you don't miss out on this
opportunity to get completely up to speed with all the latest
European evolutions in just 2 days, and to network with your
peers. Reserve your seat now at the 11th Edition of the EU
Energy Law Conference, or sign up to be kept informed about
event program updates.

Regulated prices for gas and electricity
The never ending story of Federutility | 56
Jana V. Nysten and Dörte Fouquet analyse the development of the case-law of the ECJ,
the investigations by the Commission, and the latest trends in Member States

be the first to learn about updates
subscribe to our social network profiles:
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for more info, please visit our website or contact us directly:
email : conferences@claeys-casteels.com
tel: +32 477 93 28 50
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Law making
Case law
Book reviews
Country reports
On the scene

State of play and perspectives of the negotiations in the European institutions on pending
and forthcoming legislative proposals
ECJ applies the VAT regime to gas distribution concessions (Lisboágas), confirms the hierarchy
of legal norms (ACER), and finds that tax on nuclear power plants in Sweden is not covered by
EU law (Skatteverket)
Robison Wells, Blackout; Marc Elsberg, Blackout
Germany: New allocation process for offshore connection capacity; Ireland: Energy storage and
integration of renewables; Greece: Liberalisation of natural gas distribution and other attempts
to liberalise the electricity sector
Diesel’s intelligence
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